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Words and their meanings 
Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet 
 
Circle the word that has the same meaning. 
 
 
1. discover or identify the presence or existence of 

conceal overlook neglect detect 

2. a device by which a flow of liquid or gas from a pipe or container can be controlled; a 
tap 
faucet bowl pipe utensil 

3. favored by or involving good luck or fortune; lucky 

hopeless lacking upset fortunate 

4. an advantage or profit gained from something 

benefit blockage hurt misfortune 

5. a person wanting to do or have something very much 

satisfied concerned eager worried 

6. be entitled or appointed to act or speak for someone 

represent refuse stop reverse 

7. a hole or tunnel dug by a small animal, especially a rabbit, as a dwelling 

apartment burrow house nest 

8. having the distinctive qualities of a particular type of person or thing 

different unusual typical rare 

9. going across a continent 

volunteer energy transcontinental carnival 

10. to argue or debate about 

dispute seem tidy urban 
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Answers: 
 
 
1. discover or identify the presence or existence of 

conceal overlook neglect detect 

2. a device by which a flow of liquid or gas from a pipe or container can be controlled; a tap 

faucet bowl pipe utensil 

3. favored by or involving good luck or fortune; lucky 

hopeless lacking upset fortunate 

4. an advantage or profit gained from something 

benefit blockage hurt misfortune 

5. a person wanting to do or have something very much 

satisfied concerned eager worried 

6. be entitled or appointed to act or speak for someone 

represent refuse stop reverse 

7. a hole or tunnel dug by a small animal, especially a rabbit, as a dwelling 

apartment burrow house nest 

8. having the distinctive qualities of a particular type of person or thing 

different unusual typical rare 

9. going across a continent 

volunteer energy transcontinental carnival 

10. to argue or debate about 

dispute seem tidy urban 


